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  Firming Anti-dark Spot Serum Anti Age 30ml

   Brand: Algologie

Price From: $97.00  

Description
LIFT & LUMIERE FIRMING ANTI-DARK SPOT SERUM
The start of dynamic regeneration and to lighten uneven pigmentation
APPEARANCE AND PROPERTIES
A pale pink textured gel for a feeling of freshness and lightness on application. Targeted
for unprecedented effective results with Lift & Lumiere’s Radiance Cream or just by
itself. Powerful and highly concentrated in micro algae active ingredients with a powerful
melanin inhibitor for a lightening effect particularly on unattractive dark spots.

STAR INGREDIENTS

Phytoplankton Diatom: Rich in fatty acids which activate the renewal of oxidised protein
after extensive UV exposure.
Fresh Phytoplankton Micro Algae : Stimulates the synthesis of the most important
humectant in our bodies … Hyaluronic Acid (+66%). Plumps and reduces the appearance
of lines and wrinkles (-20% in 1 month).
Alaria Esculanta: Marine plant. Rich in Omega 3, 6 and 9 for cellular energy and
firmness. Increases Hyduronic Acid, Collagen and Elastin synthesis revealing a more
radiant skin.
Gulf Stream Seawater: Fresh and icy cold for complete remineralising and better
hydration and oxygenation.
Hexyl Résorcinol (Rice Extract): A medically proven lightening effect on skin and
particularly individual unatttractive dark spots. Laboratory research reveals that it is



equally as effective in lightening skin as 2% Hydroquinone which is recognised as one of
the best skin lighteners available anywhere. But remember … Hexyl Resorcinol is safe …
Hydroquinone has been banned because it is not safe.
Christe Marine The seaweeds native polyactive cells. A pure concentrate of life itself.
Each cell contains all its DNA, proteins, peptides and enzymes. Their mission? To secrete
ALL their active ingredients for the life of ALL our cells including skin cells and
consequently to help our skin to activate fully its biological processes such as …
promoting skin repair and reviving the natural hydration process and reactivating
epidermal renewal, freshening up tired looking skin and most importantly keeping skin
healthly.

APPLICATION

Apply morning and night on face and neck. Can be used alone but if a moisturiser is
preferred afterwards then for the very best results and for a continuous double action
consider Lift & Lumiere Firming Radiance Cream.
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